
‘Total art’: Inside
France’s vast video
game archive

I
n the bowels of an imposing modernist
tower in Paris, Laurent Duplouy carefully
handles a pristine copy of “Tomb Raider”

before slotting it back on the shelf along-
side thousands of other classic video
games. Duplouy oversees a huge archive
of games at France’s National Library
(BNF), one of the longest-running efforts
to preserve a part of global heritage that is
often overlooked by cultural institutions.
“The video game can be regarded as total art, because it combines graphic art, nar-

rative art and a narrative structure,”
Duplouy told AFP.

The 1990s glass and steel structure, a
short hop from the banks of the River
Seine, houses room upon room of
archived books, where researchers and
students quietly go about their business.
But Duplouy is adamant the video game
collection is not out of place in the august
surroundings.

“For the BNF, video games are as pre-
cious as the other documents deposited
here,” he said. “We pay the same attention
to them. It is cultural heritage in its own
right.” The treasured collection now holds
some 20,000 titles in all possible formats,
from cartridges to diskettes and CD-ROM,

and adds a further 2,000 samples each
year. A team of 20 looks after the collec-
tion, empowered by a 1992 law on the
preservation of multimedia documents.
While the law did not mention video
games specifically, its wording is wide
enough to be interpreted that way, making
it one of the oldest pieces of legislation of
its kind anywhere in the world. The US
Library of Congress only began its efforts
to preserve digital media in 2000, and
there are many other initiatives led by
enthusiasts across the world.

Emulator hunt 
The video games are stored on dark-

ened shelves at a constant temperature of
19 degrees to protect them from humidity.

A few floors above, there is also an envi-
able collection of vintage gaming con-
soles-from the earliest examples such as
the rare Magnavox Odyssey from the ear-
ly 1970s, to the Atari Lynx and Sega
Saturn, all the way to the Nintendo Game
Boy, the ultimate 1990s icon.

“We are keeping these consoles to give
future researchers, decades or even hun-
dreds of years from now, an understand-
ing of how to play these video games,
what hardware was used,” said Duplouy.
While the consoles and physical games
can be stored on shelves and behind
glass, there are huge challenges with
many games that can no longer be found
in physical form.

For these, the library relies on commu-

nities of enthusiasts who re-create old
games on modern computers. “We have
two engineers in the multimedia depart-
ment who are constantly monitoring these
issues to find emulators, make them work
and make them compatible with our col-
lections,” said Duplouy. The archivists also
face a problem that many games are now
played in the cloud and never exist in
physical form.

Duplouy said the library was locked in
negotiations with publishers and platforms
to find a workaround. Ultimately, he said,
the ambition is to hold the largest collec-
tion in the world. “It would be great for
French heritage,” he said. — AFP
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A
n ailing beluga whale that strayed
into France’s Seine river was put
down by vets Wednesday during a

last-ditch rescue attempt to keep the ani-
mal alive, local officials said. The fate of
the whale captured the hearts of people
across the world since it was first spotted
in the highly unusual habitat of the river
that flows through Paris, far from its usual
Arctic waters.

Rescuers had worked overnight to lift
the male out of the Seine by crane for
transfer to a saltwater pen, in a delicate,
final effort to save the life of the ailing
mammal, which was no longer eating. It
was then driven at a painstakingly slow
speed north to the Normandy port of
Ouistreham, where vets hoped to release
the animal into a habourside pen and
then possibly into the wild. But the
experts unanimously decided after exam-
ining the beluga on arrival in Ouistreham
that there was no other option than to put
the male down, the local authority of the
Calvados region said.

“Despite the technical and logistical
efforts, the condition of the cetacean
unfortunately deteriorated during the trip,”
it said. “Examinations showed that the
beluga was in a state of great weakness
and its respiratory activity failing. The
decision was therefore taken collectively,
with the veterinarians, to euthanize it,” it
added.

‘Tragic outcome’ 
After nearly six hours of work by

dozens of divers and rescuers, the 800-
kilogramme (1,800-pound) cetacean had

been lifted from the river by a net and
crane at around 4:00 am (0200 GMT)
and placed on a barge under the immedi-
ate care of a dozen veterinarians. The 24
divers involved in the operation and the
rescuers handling the ropes had to try
several times to lure the animal into the
nets to be lifted out of the water.

The beluga was then given a health
check and driven to Ouistreham. “During
the journey the vets noted a worsening of
his health and in particular the breathing,”
said Florence Ollivet-Courtois, a vet for
the local emergency services, in a video
posted on social media. “The animal was
not getting enough air and suffering visi-
bly. We therefore decided that it made no

sense to set it free and proceeded to
euthanasia.”

“The transfer was risky, but essential
to give an otherwise doomed animal a
chance,” the Sea Shepherd NGO, which
has been assisting in the rescue, said on
Twitter. “Following the deterioration of his
condition, the vets took the decision to
euthanize him. We are devastated by this
tragic outcome that we knew was very
likely,” it said.

The four-meter (13-foot) whale was
discovered more than a week ago head-
ing towards Paris and was stranded
about 130 kilometers (80 miles) inland
from the English Channel at Saint-Pierre-
la-Garenne in Normandy. Since Friday,

the animal’s movement inland had been
blocked by a lock some 70 kilometers
northwest of Paris, and its health deterio-
rated after it refused to eat.

Killer whale also died 
This is the second drama involving a

big marine mammal in an unexpected
area to grip France in the last months. A
sick killer whale-a member of the dolphin
family also known as an orca-was spot-
ted in the Seine in May but died after
attempts failed to guide the animal back
to the sea.

Interest in the beluga’s fate has spread
far beyond France, generating a large
influx of financial donations and other aid

from conservation groups as well as indi-
viduals, officials said. While belugas
migrate south in the autumn to feed as
ice forms in their native Arctic waters,
they rarely venture so far.

According to France’s Pelagis
Observatory, which specializes in sea
mammals, the nearest beluga population
is off the Svalbard archipelago, north of
Norway, 3,000 kilometers from the Seine.
The trapped whale is only the second
beluga ever sighted in France. The first
was pulled out of the Loire estuary in a
fisherman’s net in 1948.— AFP 

Rescuers pull up a net as they rescue a beluga whale stranded in the River Seine at Notre Dame
de la-Garenne, northern France.—AFP

Rescuers pull up a net as they rescue a beluga whale stranded in the River Seine at Notre Dame
de la-Garenne, northern France.—AFP

This photograph shows the home video game console Odyssey belonging to the
Charles Cros collection.

This photograph shows the Sony home video game console PlayStation 1
belonging to the Charles Cros collection. 

This photograph shows the video game Tomb Raider II belonging to the Charles
Cros collection.

This photograph shows the educational video game Adiboo belonging to the Charles Cros collection exposed at the
Francois-Mitterrand National Library of France in Paris.-AFP photos

This photograph shows the video games Puchi Carat (left) and Stunt GP belonging to the Charles Cros collection exposed
at the Francois-Mitterrand National Library of France in Paris.

This photograph shows the home video game console Hanimex 7771 belonging to the Charles
Cros collection exposed at the Francois-Mitterrand National Library of France in Paris. 

This photograph shows the video shooting series light gun NES Zapper belonging to the Charles
Cros collection.

This photograph shows the home video game
console Atari 2600 belonging to the Charles
Cros collection.


